
MIR-LAMP

Table lamp built with 
rearview mirrors and 

motorcycle suspensions 

Il Post Design applicato allo 
specchietto inverte la 

rifrazione delle immagini. 
Riceve la luce ma la re-invia 

moltiplicandola. 

    Photo made by Giampaolo Casagrande 
              
 The unmarked images  are made by M. G. Villa



MIR-LAMP is made with parts from unused motorcycles. This lamp is born from the desire to propose an everyday object as a table 
lamp or standing lamp, by employing unusual components common in another field. The mirrors gave me the idea to multiply the 
light and its projections, in a playful and original way. In this case, by reusing certain elements, I have offered a modern object with 
an original design. To do so, I employed the rear view mirrors of motorcycles, suspensions, shock absorbers, and other minor 

mechanical parts to complete the lamp.  

First drawing  of MIR-LAMP 

Executive design and development

DATA SHEET 

Total height 108 cm
Max extension of the 
mirrors 57 cm, min 36 
cm 
Pedestal diameter 18 
cm, height 14 cm
Weight 9 kg
LED lamp 12 W
Materials: iron, wood, 
mirrors



Recovery of used rear-view mirrors and other motorcycle components

                                        

    Demolition motorcycle   

Selection and 
cleaning of the 
pieces



Assembly of the main elements

Construction of the 
structure and tests to 
balance the weights

Colors and finish



      

Tests with the lamp Progress in processing 



  

 Suitable locations for the MIR-LAMP    



WHERE DO I PUT IT?

MIR-LAMP is suitable for sales spaces, 
company halls, reception areas, 
exhibition halls for cars and motorbikes, 
clubs for motorcycle enthusiasts, or 
even living rooms and private spaces to 
be characterized by an important solo 
piece.

We can produce MIR-LAMP with your 
favorite colors, or with your preferred 
logo. The finishing touches are carried 
out by highly skilled professional 
craftsmen.
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